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Abstract
Dynamic scaling aims to elastically change the number of processes during run-
time to tune the performance of the distributed applications. This report briefly
presents a performance evaluation of MPI process provisioning / de-provisioning for
dynamic scaling by using 16 to 128 cores. Our dynamic scaling implementation al-
lows the new MPI processes from new hosts to communicate with the original ones
immediately. Moreover, it forbids the removing MPI processes to communicate with
others as well as gets the information whether the host node can be terminated or
not. Such a simple feature is not supported as a single-line API in MPI-2 such as
MPI Comm spawn(). We provide our implementation as a simple library1 to extend
a non-dynamic-scalable MPI program into a dynamic-scalable one by adding only
several lines of codes.
1 Introduction
Dynamic scaling aims to elastically change the number of processes at runtime to tune
the performance of the distributed applications on demand. It has become increasingly
crucial for distributed computation to utilize elastic computational resources such as the
cloud. The cloud allows the flexible control of virtual machines (VMs), depending on
various requirements, e.g., the time and financial constraints. Unreliable VM instances,
such as Spot Instances in AWS [1] and Preemptible VMs in GCE [2], provides more
economical computational power but requires the dynamic scaling for handling the forced
termination of VMs.
In MPI-2 [3], the dynamic scaling is achieved by invoking new child processes from a
certain process of the running MPI program, e.g., MPI Comm spawn(). However, MPI-2
only provides primitive APIs to create or delete processes, and thus, these do not satisfy
the following features:
• Communicate among the original MPI processes and the additional ones.
• Forbid an invalid communication to the deleted MPI processes.
• Host management to determine whether the hosts of the removal MPI processes
can be terminated or not.
1It is publicly available in https://github.com/masatoshihanai/MPIDynamicScaling
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In other words, we require to establish a new intra-communicator after creating or re-
moving MPI processes and to manage the host information.
In this report, we present an implementation for dynamic scaling and evaluate its
performance. We provide the implementation as a simple library, which enables us to
easily extend the non-dynamic-scalable MPI program into the dynamic-scalable one by
adding a few lines of codes.
2 Background
We review the MPI process management and communicator mechanisms.
MPI Communicator : There are two types of communicators in MPI: intra-communicator
and iter-communicator. Intra-communicator provides the basic communication among
the MPI processes within a single MPI communicator, e.g., MPI COMM WORLD. The pro-
cesses within the same communicator are managed by identical rank (e.g. it can be
obtained via MPI Comm rank()). In MPI, multiple intra-communicators are allowed to
separate all the MPI processes into several groups (e.g., the intra-communicator can be
split via MPI Comm split()). Iter-communicator provides communication between such
separated groups.
Dynamic MPI Process Creation : In MPI-2, new processes are dynamically created
by invoking an MPI program as children of a certain process of the running MPI processes
(e.g., MPI Comm spawn()). The created processes are involved in the independent intra-
communicator from the original ones. Thus, the communication among the new and
original processes is not allowed immediately.
MPI Communicator Integration and Separation : The intra- and inter-communicators
can be integrated or separated by the following MPI functions: MPI Intercomm merge()
merges multiple groups in an inter-communicator and generates a new single intra-
communicator among the processes of the groups; MPI Comm split() splits a single intra-
communicator into several ones.
3 Dynamic Scaling Implementation on MPI
In this section, we present our dynamic scaling implementation, which does not only
generate/remove MPI processes but also establish the intra-communication for all the
processes after scaling. We first provide an implementation to scale out, namely, the
new processes are added during runtime. Then, we provide one to scale in, namely, the
processes are removed from the running processes.
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3.1 Scale Out Implementation
Code 1 shows the implementation of scaling out in the original processes.
Code 1: Scale Out Implementation in C++ (Original Processes)
1 void scaleOut(MPI_Comm oldComm , int numAdd ,
2 string childProgram , MPI_Comm& newComm ,
3 vector <string > hosts) {
4 MPI_Info info = MPI_INFO_NULL;
5 string pathAddHost;
6 if (hosts.size() != 0) {
7 if (rank == 0) {
8 pathAddHost = "add -hosts -tmp";
9 ofstream outfile(pathAddHost );
10 for (auto host: hosts) {
11 outfile << hosts[h] << std::endl;
12 }
13 outfile.close ();
14 MPI_Info_create (&info);
15 MPI_Info_set(info ,
16 "add -hostfile",
17 &pathAddHost [0]);
18 }
19 }
20 MPI_Barrier(oldComm );
21
22 int parentRank = 0;
23 int changeRank = false;
24 MPI_Comm interCommChildren;
25 MPI_Comm_spawn (& childProgram [0],
26 MPI_ARGV_NULL ,
27 numAdd ,
28 MPI_INFO_NULL ,
29 parentRank ,
30 oldComm ,
31 &interCommChildren ,
32 NULL);
33 MPI_Intercomm_merge(interCommChildren ,
34 changeRank ,
35 &newComm );
36 MPI_Comm_free (& interCommChildren );
37 if (info != MPI_INFO_NULL) {
38 MPI_Info_free (&info);
39 if (rank == 0) remove (& pathAddHost [0]);
40 }
41 }
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In Lines 4–20, host information from the API is passed to MPI via MPI Info. In Lines 24–
32, Rank parantRank generates new processes. Since the generated communicator by the
MPI Comm spawn is an inter-communicator, we need to convert it to an intra-communicator
(Lines 33-35).
Code 2 shows the implementation for the new process side. After getting the inter-
communicator among the original processes, intra-communicator is created for direct
communication among all the processes.
Code 2: Scale Out Implementation in C++ (New Processes)
1 void initNewProcess(MPI_Comm& newComm) {
2 MPI_Comm interCommToParent;
3 MPI_Comm_get_parent (& interCommToParent );
4 int changeRank = true;
5 MPI_Intercomm_merge(interCommToParent ,
6 changeRank ,
7 &newComm );
8 MPI_Comm_free (& interCommToParent );
9 }
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3.2 Scale In Implementation
Code 3 shows the implementation for scaling in. According to the flag isRemoving,
Lines 7–27 manages the host information. Then, in Lines 29–30 MPI processes are split
into remaining processes and removal ones. The removal processes leave from the original
communicator and terminate the program.
Code 3: Scale In Implementation in C++
1 void scaleIn(MPI_Comm& oldComm , bool isRemoving ,
2 MPI_Comm& newComm , bool& thisCanTerminate) {
3 int rank , size;
4 MPI_Comm_rank(oldComm , &rank);
5 MPI_Comm_size(oldComm , &size);
6
7 char remainingHostname[CSIZE];
8 if (! isRemove) {
9 gethostname(remainingHostname , CSIZE );
10 }
11 string remainingHosts = string(CSIZE*size , ’N’);
12 MPI_Allgather(remainingHostname ,
13 CSIZE ,
14 MPI_CHAR ,
15 &remainingHosts [0],
16 CSIZE ,
17 MPI_CHAR ,
18 oldComm );
19 thisCanTerminate = true;
20 char myhostname[CSIZE];
21 gethostname(myhostname , CSIZE );
22 for (int r = 0; r < size; ++r) {
23 if (strncmp (& remainingHosts[r*CSIZE],
24 myhostname , CSIZE) == 0) {
25 thisHostCanBeRemoved = false;
26 }
27 }
28
29 MPI_Comm_split(oldComm , isRemoving ,
30 rank , &newComm );
31 if (isRemoving) {
32 MPI_Comm_free (& oldComm );
33 MPI_Comm_free (& newComm );
34 MPI_Finalize ();
35 }
36 };
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4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we provide the empirical evaluation for our implementations. We first
summarize the set up for the evaluation. Then, we show the performance results for
ScaleOut() and ScaleIn().
4.1 Set up
We use four Ubuntu servers (ver 18.04). Each computing node is connected by 10 GbE
and has dual sockets of Intel Xeon CPU E5-2697 v4 (18 cores per socket, 2.30GHz) with
500GB RAM. The number of MPI slots in each node is set to be 32. Thus, we totally use
128 cores (32×4) for MPI program. Open MPI 2.1.1 is used and the program is compiled
via GCC 9.1.0 with -O3 optimization. All the experiments are conducted five times and
the average values are illustrated.
4.2 Results
Figure 1 shows the performance result of ScaleOut(). In this scenario, 16 MPI processes
are initially executed and 4 to 112 MPI processes are added during the execution. Since
each machine has 32 MPI slots, 4 to 16 additional processes are from the same computing
node as the initial one; 24 to 48 processes are from the second node; 56 to 80 from the
third node; 88 to 112 are from the last node. Thus, for example in the case of 56 additional
MPI processes in Figure 1, 3 computational nodes are totally used (the gray line).
Overall, ScaleOut() can be done within a second. The elapsed time for ScaleOut()
increases linearly as the number of the additional MPI processes. Its gradient is slightly
changed in each number of nodes. For example, from 3 to 4 nodes (i.e., from the gray to
yellow line), its gradient becomes smaller.
Figure 2 shows the performance result of ScaleIn(). In this scenario, 128 MPI
processes are initially executed before 4 to 112 MPI processes are removed during the
execution. Different line colors in Figure 2 represent the number of nodes for remaining
processes after ScaleIn() For example, in the case of 56 removal processes, 3 computing
nodes are used for the remaining processes.
Overall, ScaleIn() is much faster than ScaleOut(). Its elapsed time roughly de-
creases as the number of removal MPI processes. This is due to the fact that establishing
the new intra-communicator among the remaining processes is dominant for the work-
load. Basically, its elapsed time increases as the number of remaining processes, except
that it increases at the point to change the number of the computing nodes (for example
from 32 to 40 in Figure 2).
Table 1 shows the performance breakdown of ScaleOut(). We measure the perfor-
mance of MPI Comm spawn() and the other operations. In ScaleOut(), the most part
of the elapsed time is caused by MPI Comm spawn(). The establishment of the intra-
communicator and the management of host information are much faster and only a few
parts of ScaleOut().
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Figure 1: Performance of ScaleOut().
# Initial Processes is 16.
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Figure 2: Performance of ScaleIn().
# Initial Processes is 128.
Table 1: Performance Breakdown of ScaleOut() (sec).
# Add = 16 48 80 112
ScaleOut() 0.2375 0.5110 0.7705 0.8611
– MPI Comm spawn() 0.2226 0.4114 0.6681 0.7582
– The Other Operations 0.0149 0.0996 0.1024 0.1029
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we present the implementation tips for dynamic scaling on MPI. Our imple-
mentation does not only create new processes but also establish an intra-communicator
among all the processes and manage the host information. We report the performance
trends for the dynamic scaling, showing that the overhead of the dynamic scaling is
acceptable on 16 to 128 MPI processes although it is not too small to be completely
ignorable. Our implementation is published as the library to be able to easily extend an
MPI program into a dynamic-scalable one.
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